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SLICE OF HEAVEN
An old cottage has been transformed into a warm,
open, character-filled home with plenty of views.
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The locals refer to it as ‘‘up in heaven’’,
and Paul and Rosalea Murphy’s Mount
View home is about as close as you can

get while still having your feet on the ground.
Perched part-way up a mountain and with

incredible views over the valley and beyond to
the Barrington Ranges, the two-hectare
property is close to paradise on earth. Furnished
with fruit trees and also home to three kelpies
and six chickens, it’s a haven for all.

The couple moved here four years ago,
having taken ownership of a cottage made
largely of asbestos that had been built in the

1940s with little appreciation for the
magnificent location.

“The only room with a view was the carport,’’
Rosalea says. “We’d sit out there just so we
could see it.’’

A new ‘‘wing’’ incorporating a master
bedroom, bathroom and studio was soon
added, and the original cottage gutted and
opened up to incorporate the new. The roof
and hardwood floor of the existing house are
about all that remains, aside from an air of
honest simplicity that it was always Rosalea’s
intention to preserve.

“It does have a cottage feel to it,’’ she says,
‘‘but it’s also quite modern, and that’s what we
wanted.’’

In fact, everything about the house is exactly
what Rosalea and Paul wanted. For the past 10
years the owners and operators of Hunter
Valley Design, she worked for 25 years as a
costume and set designer on films and he was
a director of photography.

“In between films, I was always renovating,’’
she says. “All those dreams culminated in this
place. All the walls were measured to make
sure our furniture would fit perfectly.

“So this place was not only built for us, it was
custom made for us.’’

The design seems to combine the modern
and the rustic – zincalume sheeting in an echo
of the old corrugated iron shed, louvred
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PRACTICAL: The house is hardy on the
outside but has classy touches on the
inside. PICTURES: ANITA JONES

“I love everything about this house,’’ Rosalea says. “What I love is that you can open it up like
a tent. That sense of openness and freedom, it’s beautiful.’’

FAVOURITE FEATURE

windows and weathered timber verandahs.
“I wanted the house to look like an old

house that had a sleep-out that had been
filled in,’’ Rosalea explains.

That took some imagining, as the original
house didn’t even have a verandah. These
days it is the linchpin of the entire property,
positioned to take in some of the most
beautiful views in the entire valley. Folding
doors open two sides of the room to the
stunning vista, with Paul and Rosalea’s kitchen
table sitting as though at the bow of a ship.

“I wanted to be able to open everything up,’’
Rosalea says. “You feel like you’re sitting
inside and outside at the same time.’’

Improvements to the house were only part
of the process for Paul and Rosalea. The
garden they first moved into was “an English
garden’’, with plants totally unsuited to the
harsh environment.

“I planted 800 trees when we moved here,’’
Rosalea says. “Of course, not all of them
survived because it was the middle of a
drought.’’

But the drought didn’t last long. The day

building started on Paul and Rosalea’s new
house was the day the Pasha Bulker ran
aground. And these days the many natives,
some stunning rose bushes and a small
orchard with one tree each of pear, white
peach, yellow peach and apple are thriving.

So too is the vegie patch, which is ably policed
by tiny blue wrens and other even smaller
varieties that flit about the property, sweeping
into the garden mid-afternoon to keep bugs at
bay. The birdlife is most welcome, although the
three neighbourhood wedgetail eagles are
slightly more menacing when they choose to
make their presence felt.

“Most of the things I’ve planted are for the
birds and butterflies,’’ Rosalea says.

The rest is more than fit for human
consumption, and the house is surrounded by
plants that feed Rosalea’s passions of
gardening, cooking and preserving.

“I always thought I’d love to have that kind
of garden,’’ she says.

Do you know of a home we could feature?
Contact weekender@theherald.com.au
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